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The market is crowded than ever before to make consumer loyalty
a tough challenge than a sporadic wave. While you constantly try
to pull the consumers cross the line to your side of the tug-of-war,
there are other players trying to pull them with equal vigor
towards the other side. Only firm and REGULAR consumer
engagement & loyalty efforts can give you an edge over your
competitor. Here are some astounding revelations:
 Over 80% business comes from loyal consumers
 A loyal consumer spends 10 times more than new customer
over a lifetime
 Loyal consumers will potentially up-sell your business by 6070% through spreading good words

With such eye-openers, could you afford to not focus your
marketing efforts over engagement & loyalty programs that have
the capacity to transform your casual consumers into loyal ones?
Find it too perplexed? Let us explain through top 10 trends of
engagement & loyalty in 2014…
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1.Strike All the Touch Points
Concentrating just on sales can keep your consumers falling into
the business but engaging them through all the possible touch
points will invariably win over them. Make full use of modern
connect points like online mediums, mobiles and social media to
build a loyal relationship.

2.Build a Closed Loop of Engagement
A closed loop of marketing and engagement approach must be
maintained that emphasizes on converting the consumer
feedbacks into affirmative consumer insights. This makes sure that
you provide what is wanted by your consumers to make and keep
them loyal.
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3.Engage To Attract Loyalty
Consumer loyalty can be an effortless deal if you keep your
consumers engaged at different levels. Referral programs,
competitions and other activities on social media are exceedingly
helpful to win consumer loyalty.

4.Reward Your Loyal Consumers
Keep your loyal consumers feel special and privileged through
special rewards. This will not only keep them engaged with your
brand but also make them your fan forever.
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5.Individualize Your Consumers
Instead of looking at consumers as separate segments, identify and
personify them as individual to serve their unique expectations
accordingly and munificently.

6.Mobile Is the Master Key
Mobile phone is present in almost every pair of hands and that can
be the master key to unlock consumer’s loyalty. Mobile coupons
and special offers are some great drives to earn consumer loyalty.
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7.Focus on Experiential Rewards
One can forget the things given and the words spoken, but how
you made them feel would cast an unforgettable impression.
Provide fine experiences through movie tickets or vouchers to spa
or salon. Give them what they cannot buy with money – the
experience!

8.Maintain a Gentle Rapport
Don’t be too direct in your efforts. Present yourself as a solution
rather than a straight sales person. Show your consumers that you
care.
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9.Go Digital
Allow your consumers enjoy
simplicity and expedience through
online facilities of shopping,
enquiring and connecting with you.
10.Engaging Via Chat Programs
You and your business can always stay virtually connected and
interacting with your consumers through various popular chat
platforms like WeChat, WhatsApp, Line and many others. The
whole essence is in keeping them engaged.
As a last takeaway, motivate your employees and teammates to
bestow better services and not plead to win consumer loyalty.
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